ARMANI/CASA

BATHROOM SETS

HIDALGO

VETIVER

BOXES

FOLIE

NASTRO

NASTRO

OMNIA

NIKKI

NIKKI

ODALISCA

ORSOLA
BOXES

TEORIA

DECORATIVE LIGHTS

CANOVA

FIRE

GLEE

GLEE

HACK

HACK

HOLA

MERCI

OBSESSION

ONTARIO

ORA

OSAMU
SMOKERS’ ACCESSORIES

ANDREA

MONET

OMAR

HOME BASKETS AND HOLDERS

CLEO

CLEO

FABBRO

FUMO

GOCCIA

MISTRAL

FRAMES

HOLLY

HOLLY

HOLLY

HOLLY
DECORATIVE ACCESSORIES

FRAMES

ODEON
ORWELL

ACHILLE
ALCAZAR
CANEVA
GENTIL

MOVE
NARCISO
NINFA
NINFA

OLÉ
OLÉ
ORIANA
ORIANA
ARMANI / CASA

DESK ACCESSORIES AND STATIONERY

EAGLE  HUNTER  JASPER  MALIN

MOSER  MINOS  MINOS  ORWELL

TRAVEL ACCESSORIES

MARU  OCCHIO
GAMES

EUCHRE

FAIR

FAIR

FAIR

HERO

JOE

JOE

MOON

NARDO

ORACLE

ONEIROS
ARMANI / CASA

DECORATIVE CUSHIONS

JANETTE

JANETTE

JANETTE

JANETTE

JANETTE

JAPAN

JAPAN

JAPAN

JAPAN

JAPAN

JAPAN

LAFAYETTE

LAFAYETTE

LAFAYETTE

LAFAYETTE

LAFAYETTE

LAFAYETTE

LARISSA

LARISSA

LARISSA
ARMANI/CASA

DECORATIVE CUSHIONS

OVERTURE

BATH

DOROTEA

DOROTEA

BED LINEN AND ACCESSORIES

MASCOT

MASCOT

VIRGINIA
BED SPREADS AND COVERS

PLAIDS

GALVIN
NUVOLA
OMBRETTA

EDITORE
ODETTE
ONSEN

OPRAH
OWL
OZZY
Armani/Casa textiles have always been able to evoke strong tactile and visual impact, expressing the unique aesthetic codes of Giorgio Armani. The result is a home with living areas and bedrooms enriched by precious items that dress different spaces with glamour and elegance.

The range of bed sheets and pillowcases Domizia is available in two different fabrics. Both can be customized by adding embroidered initials.

The percale cotton (500 thread count) is available in 6 colors, as well as satin cotton (600 thread count). The sheets can be customized also by choosing among three different borders, all expressing Giorgio Armani’s sensibility for fabrics: plissé, contrasting double band and plain à-jour hems. To attain a harmonious and consistent look, the color palette offers suggestions for the best color combinations.

MADE IN ITALY.